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Sow Tin Doo nee
Tow Tin Sadia Poo Nee Nah
Dooo Yah
Do watch me cuz what I
will serve ya will Fuck you up now
Ha-no buggas no fries just
Chicken chow main on ya fucking thighs
have a load if you want to shit yo ass
Got the H.H.P.s and ya gottem fucking fast

Horrible Shit pains you feel
when I serve ya my Jeral Sow Meal
and I give you a fuckign thing you will scream
like you think youve got to ring a fucking bell to
complain bitch
what was your name? aaron..
I dont care about that your Insane
Chicken chow what and beef lo-main
got that shit so dont complain

Hot damn! how wow, so Cung Pow spicy as shit shit it
out in a towel
made of ice rub my ass hole twice I give It to you all
fucking night
yow meow like a cat and fuck the dog
I cook em both up and put em on a platter
and give you a log a log is a bill a log is a cheap
chinese chicken chew
yooow let me feel that flow and let me give it to you so
low and
if you want cheese steak get the fuck out cuz we dont
got that
shit we got wing wow!

Gte that shit any how egg fuu yung and poo poo platter
on your mum
get it any way you want, serve it up or Just get the fuck
out hut!

Coon chow coon tea Tomaha
and let me give a tip for you all
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and when I come threw I show you how to do the shit
that I serve up clean to you

hoe all of a sudden Im unda fucking cover and I feel
like an eggroles
coming from my meal
im pulling somthing out and putting somthing in and
now its pouring all
over dwwightlos chin yes dwightlos got it pouring down
his face
and we all fucking laugh ina way and we talk another
launguage that
they just dont know and I talk shit to ya ho
Hey look at you bitch shut the fuck up! thats what I say
now I refill your cup with another bit of piss tea thats
what I give
you piss milk from me twist my tites.

hot damn heres a sword man I want to cut off your ass
and send it back to Japan Fed ex next day
now yo ass fucking gay
"you bend over and must obey" these are the words
Rake Yohn will say.
ho now, ho hey, that's where we've got to give this
away.

eeeh now im here and i'm hungry
cuz you started talking about fucking chip monkeys
retarded anyway
but 2+2 is 55 and thats what they say
reverse it square root
theres a fucking tree branch that grows in a square
and i take off me pants and down goes there
in my fucking underwear underoos underdoos
underexcuses
i don't know what i'm saying but that rhymes with juices
pouring out of my lips and i'm retarded
don't get this dumbass retard started
i just farted and it smells like shit
do one of you perfect bitches go to hell and then quit
noooo
you don't like the smell of my ass

no way no man no thing no anyway no hand 

but it's my turn!
ehh it was my turn
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